
Shorten the nail plate as 
much as possible, use a 
180/240 grit nail file.

Push back the cuticles using 
a cuticle pusher or nail drill.

Mattify the nail plate, use a 
180/240 grit nail file, nail 
buffer or nail drill, remove 

the dust.

Apply Nail Prep or Primer 
Acid, leave to dry. Do not 

apply on the cuticles.

BUILD GEL UV/LED
STEP BY STEP

*        Build Gel Base can be replaced with Mega Base or 
Boost Base. Always apply a small amount of base and 
rub into the nail plate. Cure in an LED lamp for 30 sec.

**     Build Gel’s curing time depends on the amount of 
applied product.

***  Build Gel Top can be replaced with any hybrid top in 
Victoria Vynn’s offer.
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Apply Tape Bond, wait 
30 sec, next apply a small 
amount of the Build Gel 

Base *.

Rub the base into the nail 
plate using a gel brush. Cure 
in an LED lamp for 30 sec.

Cut the form to fit the nail’s 
free edge.

Apply a small amount of gel 
onto the nail and form, create 
the skeleton. Cure in an LED 

lamp for 5–15 sec.**.
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Apply a second layer of gel, 
build the apex and shape. Cure 

for approx. 5 – 15 sec. **
Press the mass and cure in an 

LED lamp for 60 sec.

Remove the dispersion layer 
using Duo Prep.

Give the nail the perfect 
shape using 180/240, 

100/180 or 150/150 grit 
nail files. Smoothe the 

surface with a buffer and 
clear the dust. Wipe with 

Dup Prep.

Apply Build Gel Top *** 
Cure in an LED lamp for 

60 sec.
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Remove the dispersion layer 
using Duo Prep or Cleaner.

Apply the 5 Oil Complex, rub 
into the hands and cuticles.
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